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Preface
The success of a coot_vranue education program at a college or uniLiersav depends in large tx
on the manner in which the program is structured and the car=, that is taken in implemern.'!w
the plan. Each sotern must be designed to suit the individual character of the institution, Vet in
even, instance there are certain fundamental factors that must be considered In the followin
pages mane of these factors are discussed, such as credit policies, calendar design, centralised
is decentralized program structure. costs and income. and others. The pros and cons of the
various approaches are presented. and recommendations are made hosed on the dive'
exp.2nenees of other insatubons. Neither the issues addressed here nor me discussion of their
mane facets can be presented in their entirety because of the uniqueness of each situation. the
spatial limitations, and the unfoldment of knowledge which continues as institutions undertake:
the development of comprehensive cooperative education programs. However, the topics
addressed in the following pages form a framework for implementing a cooperative plan.
which can be built upon through individual consultation.



This project was carried out under the direction of Ralph
C. Porter, Executive Vice President and Director of the
National Commission for Cooperative Education, with
John Dromgoole, Associate Director, serving as principal
consultant and Claire B. Wright. Assistant Director, as
editoi'. It has been made possible by a grant from the U.S.
Department of Education and through the membership
support of numerous colleges, universities. corporations,
foundations, and labor.



In ne caper an _ifrazedic plzr-.7'Inc4 sta,;,:- ..H ,..-,aretlenst,,e
coopermi,,e rughts eduk:atiori prow ims, four sniges ,I ii _Her inA Jii:i discussert In
stage one. the eni-;--.,i e.ecutive officer and the rIstitdn.,nd, ,:onstituer ;es make the
key decision that a comprehensive cooperatii, e eiiri,Jticin program is bi,-Dth feasible
for the institution and consistent with its fundamental mission,.'philosonhv. After the
leadership of the institution makes this km decision. the organization defines
strategic planning performance objeches consistent with the institution s
fundamental mission:philosophy in stage ti,ko. These performance objectives are
normally quantitative. Such performance objectives are 3 prerequisite to stage three.
developing program and functional plans and budgets. i.e.. the implementation
planbudget. The plans and budgets are dei, eloped to accomplish the performance
objectives of stage two. After the detailed implementation planibudget is completed.
stage four begins: the implementation plan/budget is physically implemented.
Implementation is the subject addressed in this paper.

Implementation is essentially putting into effect the programs and functional
plambudgets designed in stage three and in a manner that is consistent with the
policy agreed upon. Some of the steps are sequential, but many consist of concurrent
activities.

A first step in the implementation. if not already done, is to publish the
philo,-Jiphy or the program and the doals established for it by the planning group. The
CEO speaking for the planning group i.vould be an appropriate promulgator. Program
ooais might include the following:

To help students better understand classroom learning through applicatiori i

real life situations. The off campus cooperative job serves a purpose similar
the laboratory periods that are part of so many science courses. 'Through the
Jpplication of theory arid concepts in coopeniuve education project,.
classroom learning is reinforced. Furthermore, the project environments are
similar to situations encountered by students otter graduation, Through
observations in the applied ,ituations, students will learn to inductively
translate the observations to concepts and theories. Even in concentrations
that do not have direct application to jobs in the sense that the engineering
and science disciplines do. the purpose of education is to develop a mode of
thinking to motivate students to draw upon all of their learning and to see
s:tnotions and events as port of tne .4 note rather than as a series of unrelated
courses. For history. philoso:thy. and other studies, the world off campus may
offer the only laboratory, Fu,thermore. there are opportunities to return to the__.
campus to clarify problems that are not fully understood and questions that
may be raised in off campus jobs.

in fact, to assure that this purpose is met, it is important that there is
reflection on and feed back about the learning.
'To better prepare students for careers. Through the cooperative plan,
students will be able to learn of occupations and careers, will come to
understand the nature of the academic programs and work experiences
necessary for careers that seem appropriate. and can test tentative career
r hoices while there is still time to alter academic programs.

The planning group should be prepared to hold meetings for those who may not
have become familiar with the cooperative plan during the stage ll and III processes
and who have questions not answered in the announcement.

Operating Procedure and Policies
The mechanics of the program's policies and operating procedures should be
publi,shed for students, faculty and adMiniStrators on the campus and for employers
off the campus,



Calendar and Course Scheduling
Once the calendar has been agreed upon. a number of subsystems personnel and the
faculty will need to examine the calendar s implications for their operations. Among
the subsystems affected will be the registrar financial aid admissions . and housing.

For the registrar, a calendar change sill probably mean rewriting new computer
programs. perhaps even changes in the data base itself. A year-round operation will
mean changes in the times of the year when courses are scheduled and the frequency
site which courses are offered. If the length of the classes is changed, it sill affect
room utilization. If courses are to be repackaged descriptions must be rewritten.
Financial aid and housing may also need to revise some of their policies.

The faculty, of course will be profoundly affected. Courses may have to be
repackaged and perhaps taught at different times. If the calendar developed in Stage
lii requires changes in course scheduling and course redesign. this should be initiated
early in the programs development. Where it is possible. changes in scheduling
should be tried on a pilot basis. even though students may not vet be enrolled in co-
op. If for instance . both halves of a two-unit course are to be taught in one term. the
curriculum must be rewritten. and students can be scheduled in pilot sections for the
rewritten curriculum if not across the board.

W here the dates of the semester or quarter are to be different, the institution
would do well to move into these new dates et en before students are available to
participate in the v.00perative program as part of the implementation.

Effecting changes at an early stage whenever possible will help to identify
corrections that may be needed before full implementation. If the institution is to
require co-op or all students, a rolling implementation would be a more feasible
appruar ri Tnj t ,s. eacn incoming freshman ciass would become me next class to
participate fully in the cooperative program. If it intends to maintain a traditional
option while emphasizing extensile participation in the c_iooperatio-- plan a more
rapid implernent.,aon can be realized if the institution s calendar anti course
schedules are getareci to the needs of the cooperatiYe education studt nts. rather than
to those following the traditional pattern.

In both alternating and parallel programs. it will most likely be necessanz to
implement a relatively full offering of courses in the summer. Because this operation
can represent a substantial increase in !acuity scheduiing and hence costs, large
colleges oriuniversities may wash to extend cooperanye education to only a portion of
the institution each veer. In addition to faculty. more professional support personnel
will be needed in tuJe t affairs, financial aid housing. the library a id rCcreational
facilities. i
USing 1-echnical Assistance
Key administrators and faculty may obtain technical assistance in operating
cooperative programs by hiring consultants or visiting other institutions to nbsery
their programs and their impact on the campuses. In both instances, the
or the institutions must be appropriate for the purpose. The nature of the information
sought should be clearly thought out. and the consultants to be hired or the
institutions to be visited should be fully aware of the information which is needed_ To
identify appropriate consultants and inStitutions campuses may contact the
Cooperative Education Branch of the CIS. Department of Education. directors of the
Centers conducting training and providing technical assistance, or the National
Commission for Cooperative Education.

Orientation for Faculty and Administration
If not already part of the Stage Ill process, organizing orientations to inform faculty
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cooperatixe education Je-elopment should be one of the
mm:} Jon- itres of the implementation. These n°n groups should learn about the
ienpiementafion from tnose responsible rather than hvar about it through rumors, In
addition to the institutions on representatives. it 'Ain be helpful to bring in
rebresentatn,2s trom cooperative campuses Swi-11127 tne implementing institution to
discuss the impact ot 3 substantial cooperative education program on a campus.

Marketing the Institution and its
Cooperative Plan
The cooperatise education marketing plan is designed to inform and promote the
cooperatixe plan with all concerned groups. The promotion xxill include the purpose.
benefits iMplications and operation of the cooperatixe program. The following are
the maior groups to be reached:

students
* guidance counselors

parents
ernploxers

* alumni
Prior to designing the material. it is usually helpful to assess the -community s'

impression of cooperatixe education as xvell AS that of the Implementing institution so
the promotion can focus clearly on the questions and concerns of the different groups
and emphasize the benefits of the program. While the promotional material will
contain common information for all groups. it will be more effectixe if it can be
designed f:1 addresS the interests of er-_ich individual group to which it is being sent.
Nev,s releases to student newspapers for instance will diger in their emphasis from
those being sent to business and professional publications.

For each audience the material must &lax: concerns. if any. and emphasize the
program 5 benefits. Parents. for example. want their sons and daughters to net a
sound and -practical education. vet. many of these same parents experience anxiety
if their sons and daughters leave school in order to work on their co-op assignments

-instead of remaining on the campus to complete their education as quickly as
possible. Concerns such as these should be addressed in the material sent to parents
ang guidance ,s

It will he helpful to hold special meetings for guidance counselors and employ-
ers. Guidance counselors will need a great deal of information ahouf co-op and how it
can be useful to ail college students. They will also need frequent follow-up visits and
material. Manx believe co-op is for poor people ami for marginal college students.
Misconceptcms of this nature can be corrected in the information sent tO guidance
counselors. Employers are generally quick to recognize the economic benefits of
cootperatie education when these are explained clearly. Opportunities are frequently

nimbi to address both groups at their professional meetir is. It is also possible to
; these groups onto the campus type rientation meetings.
-,naper features in the communities the .duon draws or hopes to

drjA students are an effective media to reacn an of the groups mentioned. It is quite
e <plain the benefits in a release sent to the journals and newsletters of

professional organizations. Radio and TV spots. paid or public service. have also
proxen useful to many institutions.

Recruiting Students to the Campus
It is the responsibility of both the admissions and the cooperative education depart-
ments to exchange information on cim actix ities. Co-op should supply facts
,1 id anecdotes ahnt dt iQ Co-op may wish to do lob



development in areas where admission, recruits successfully. Information or
students working in the areas where the institution recruits is useful to admissions in
their effua with parents and high school guidance counsel rs.

Student Recruitment and Participation Policies
Recruiting students is one of cooperative education's most constant activities in the
initial stages of program development on campuses where participation in
cooperative education is optional, Even on campuses where cooperative_ education is
required, it is still helpful to promote it with the student body so that resistance to a
-requirement- is minimized.

Some -...!c-tors that will influence the effectiveness of the on-campus recruit" =;g
include the following:

Where cooperative education is optional, the institution will find that student
participation in the early stages will depend to a great extent on the
encouragement provided by the faculty.
Those enrolling in an institution because of its cooperative plan should be
contacted soon after they register in order to reinforce their interest.
Job information, learning opportunities, and salaries must be presented
frankly and clearly. Misconceptions are a frequent outcome of overly enthusi-
astic promotion.
While most cooperative educators recognize that the real Justification for
cooperative education is in the learning to be acquired, the earning possibil-
ities will often be more attractive to students in early discussions and in other
promotional activity. Caution must be used, ho-ever, as students partici-
pating only for money wiii frequently seek out the best paying jobs and ignore
some better learning experiences.
In addition to the faculty's encouragement_ the program staff will find that the
use of articles and advertisements in the student newspapers, spots on the
campus radio and TV stations. and posters in strategic locations such as the
dining areas, the library, and department offices are important parts of the
recruiting effort.
Individual mailings can he sent to students to inform them about cooperative
education, if students are given information about cooperative education
through the material sent to freshmen and advance standing students, they
will be familiar with the program prior to reporting to the camp.rs, and this
knowledge may increase their interest in participating,
Satisfied students are the best public relations of all. Once the campus has
had some experience with cooperative education. students will talk about
their experiences and the learning they have acor. %lost will he willing to

at orientatic .1e( .ind student about cooperative
--.:Lation. Most imp.,, Cant swuents :vii rnphasize experience and learning

over the financial aspects.
If selective criteria have been established for student participation, this should be

made clear in the promotional material, Students will be unnecessarily annoyed if

they apply to the prograni and are turned down be I SP of an inadequate grade point

average or for soma other reason. If tor the program or for specific
lobs are se.--5:tive. an is ng to qualified students will often prove

dive. his is e573ecially true coc.,:i-mtive education is recognized as a selective
program.

li the j term, participation in cooperative education should be open to all
Oftentimes students who have not decided on their majors or who are academically
marginal are those who can most benefit from cooperative education,



n as students have applied to the program it is important that a systematic
process for connecting them with lobs be initiated so that they are confident
something is happening to make them part of the program,

Students banned from participating in other campus activities may be subject to
reviev. relative to their eligibility for cooperative education. Standing committees that
pass on eligibility lot participation in campus programs may be the most appropriate
to =view questions of ciigibility for cooperative education.

There may be reasons for establishing matriculation requirements and pre-
requisites for participation. It is bette to hive uniform. institution-wide policies rather
than a variety of requirements specified b! departments. Institution-wide policy will
minimize confusion. Policies common to all departments will enable students to
move from one department to another. Most cooperative ..7.-ograms have found it
helpful to require students to complete the freshman year before entering cooperative
jobs. They are more mature, and employers believe that the more advanced students
are better prepared for Nark experience. Some institutions require advance standing
students to be in residen:e for a minimum period prior to their participation in co-op.
This permits them to be assimilated into the campus and to establish a grade point
average.

The number of terms in which a student is expected to work should also be
defined. When not operating under federal funding there is no minimum number of
terms. Students in alternating programs may find the experience to be more
productive if they can work two consecutive semesters rather than two alternating
since employers are more inclined to provide greater responsibilities. However, with
longer commitments, there are fewer opportunities to explore different occupation
and career areas. without extending the time for graduation. Students who start co-o
after the freshman year can generally participate in at least three off-campus work
experiences and still graduate in a total of four years in both alternating and parallel
programs.

Hiring a Director and Staffing the Program
If a director was not hired in time to help design the program. another first step in the

is to identify and emoloy someone for that position.
'flowing criteria should be considered in the hiring decision

tp work with individuals from the areas that are involved with ,:oop-
erative education. In addition to students, this include faculty, administra-
tors. employers. and funding sources_
An awareness of the different ways in which experience can h '-signed to
maximize learning.
Administrative talent, i.e., qualities such as ace', 2 empathy, the ability to
communicate effectively, persuasiveness, orderly thinking firmness, and
flexibility.

The director (and the coordinators) may be recruited from the faculty or from
occupations outside of education. if a respected member of the faculty is chosen as
the director, the car' us will have more confidence in OIL program's educational
emphasis. Furthermore. if the director comes from an underloaded department and
will not be replaced, there is no net increase in the personnel costs for the campus.
This value also holds true for coordinators who are recruited from the faculty ranks.

Hiring and Training the Staff
While the coordinators and staff need not come from the Lit_ ulty, those employed
should recognize that their primary role is that of an educator_ Their responsibilities
require them to be empathic listeners. persuasive --olespeople, teachers, and adminis.
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ht-tnt' , cine trnm ed2,_ation. busiiness, o.; uicAert-TW7,1. thnSe
,nouig at :east Jernonsttate potential tor these qualities, The, too _shoulJ

empio,,ed throujh seiectior process tor professional leAel personnel.
lt if tht2 staff is emplo,,ed earl, enough to participate in Phcase U| Ain

u rdet.standi.-__; of the rationale that y.ent into the development ot policies and proce,
Jufes tacilitates their assimilation into the cooperatNe education process.

th.e, are 21! ter,hed tacelh. v.ho ,I,ere persuaded to accent the role of a non-
traditiortiai eJucator treir training will be more obncentrated in career deeloprnent.

coL-InNt' 7,; rid the rele of the non-traditional educator, Underutilized tacultv
ohocor th,rnsekes as non-traditional educators can be ideal candidates for
the it-ib trit a .roordinator, Caution is needed though to be sure that the cooperative
prit_igram does not pecome the resting place for those who have already given their
nest t.ears. It the staff ret:?resents non-academic occupations they will need an
orientation ih the role bt tne coordinator as an educator.

The staffing ot cooperative programs is related to a number of considerations.
Counseled liberal arts students generally requires more time than that needed for
students in professional programs such 35 engineerinT because the liberal arts
studehtLa ate less career directed_ Job development also tends to be more time
consumin-L, tor arts students in that emplovers may need more selling than that
tec,n-ed Cr students in the professional programs. The liberal arts job file will need
more jnb,j per student placed because of the more diverse interests of the students
and their desire rd change jobs frequently. Coordinators on rural campuses. distant
from large J_itle, and employment bases. will spend more time traveling to develop

thian those in urban environments
In the tirst ,,ear of the programlS deyeiopment. a student placement ioad for a

liberal arts coordinator might be no more than 50 stude.nts while that of an engineer-
ing coorJinator be 60-75 students. The loads ill aso according to factors
as div erse a.s the experience of the coordinators. assistance qivien by the faculty. and
the prestige or reputation of the institution, The coordinator who is a successful
telephone salesperson or vyitio is able to incorporate other timc savers into the job can
serve more students ,4hile carrying out hislher responsibilities more effectively.

--d:72.7-s the:7 expts:ri._ iteed train/hg
* Coun.seling and career information. so that they will be prepared to help

students tocus clearly on career interests and the academic programs that will
prepare them for their career choices:

* Exploring with students the job getting and job keeping skids needed to
further their careers:
Marketing cooperative education with employers: learning the art of
generating leads. becoming sensitive to employers needs. and closing a sale:

* Using learning objectives and contracts to help students focus on the learning
potential of their off-campus work experiences;

* Developing and using a management information system so that the program
is operated effectively and its impact is understood.

Much of the training can be obtained in reputable training programs. hut training
will also have to be done at the institution by the director.

Just as faculty development is an ongoing activity. the development of the
coordinator staff is never complete. Such development may he largely an on campus
activ'ty. but it is also important that coordinators have opportunities to share ideas
and !,:-am from c,:hers in the field of cooperative education by attending conferences
and workshops related to their work and level of development.

Registering Students for Cooperative Education
Where credit is awarded, students will be registered in a course, generally a cooper
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e education c..:-urse with discipline or departmental designations. A problem may
arise in programs not awarding credit in that students may not be registered Stu-
dents working o'r the campus and not takiny courses mav be withdrawn for non=
attendance. This usua!ly results in their medical coverage hieing cancelled and loans.
if am corning due. For these as well as for other reasons. _s, LI-dents should be
registered exen if credit courses do not need to be used,

In both alternaty,rd and parallel programs. but more often in the latter. some
students will remain on their co-op jobs after the first term without registering for
cooperative education and thus thev avoid paying tuition for the co-op credit. While
this hehav 'or generally, does not result in an income loss to the institution, since FTEs
or tuition collected for cooperative education credit represents a transfer of income
rather than net income. there are other negative results:

Some cooperative programs are expected to generate credit as a means of
demons-rating their wonh.

* The coc,_ ..-atie program will be perceived as a placement office rather than a
contributor to the educationa process. In time, a will lose faculty support and
visibility on the campus.
Asnother concern is that the outcomes of the cooperative program may not be
fully realized. If In tact. the p;ogram provides education. motivation to
persist. and funds to keep some students in school who might otherwise drop-
oLt. these outcomes should be known. But this will not be on if students do
nor register for cooperatie education. Full know ledge is essential to good
management.

.rrtdentq who r-?mained the,, jobs
to register for cooperative education, whether or not for credit. The rationale for such
a require aent might go this way:

:t was the efforts made the staff to convince einployeris to proi.ide meaning-
ful. paid employment tnat have produced jobs that are both educational
experiences and sources of financial assistance. In a sense. the jobs belong to
the school. The cooperative ntaff are the -finders..
The liaison and supervision performed by the faculty and staff move
em=lo.e.--s can;n- c to e\pei. and to improve them.
Where students are working but not registered or perceived to be in the
cooperative plan. the program's liaison with employers may be discontinued.
When this liaison falls off. on does the quality of the experience. Employers
will begin to think of the job as only a source of income for students rather
than as an educational experience.

To carry out this policy the following may be necessary:
school must diligently maintain its supennsion and its communication

with employers.
Complete employer loyalty must be gained. Employers should recognize that
if they do nv- suppon the school's position, they cannot be a'ssured of services
when they need them. In the long term. close cooperation and mutual support
will serve the employer's needs more effectively. The employers believe the
program Is valuable to them. but that is largely due to the services provided
by the school.

O The quality of students their preparation for work and the service to the
employers cannot be permitted to erode.

* A strong job development effort should always be in force. Cooperative
enrollments may also fall off if some students do not find the cooperative jobs
they were led to believe existed by the promotional efforts of the depart:Tient.
if the slowing of the program's momentum is due to a falling off in staff enthu-
siasm and resilience. which can and does happen quite frequently in coopera-
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tive education. it is necessary for the leadership to assess the cause 5..,r; take
steps to reverse the situation.

Employment Program
The employment program is that activity which includes job :rievelopmer r. employer
liaison, and placement. Decisions made in Stage Ili will provide affection and
guidance in administering the employment program. The decisions will include:

* The extent to which jobs ar3 study-related and/or are in occ_pations and
career areas in which student.; may find success after graduation.

* The circumstances under which students will normally be required to return
to the same jobs rather than to change jobs and employers.

* The number of semesters that students must commit in order to participate in
co-op whether in parallel or alternating programs_
The emphasis placed on alternating as opposed to consecutive work
semesters.
The means that will be used to continue students on the co-op rolls who
remain with their co-op jobs but choose not to register for co-op.

* The division of responsibilities for job development and employer
maintenance and liaison.
The employers responsibilities to students and to the institution.

Some in cooperative education believe that all jobs should be study-related and
that placement periods should alternate on a regular basis with on-campus periods of
school. In the curriculum where cooperative education was first developed, engineer-
ing, there was a good rationale for this philosophy. Most engineering students
become engineers, and engineering jobs provide opportunities for students to apply
their learning quite directly. The analogy hardly holds true fcr students in the liberal
IS. especially the humanities where few students puc .ue careers which are

extensions of their undergraduate majors and where few study-related responsibilities
are available. The cooperative program may serve the career needs of liberal arts
-irdents more effectively if a number of jobs are developed in areas in which liberal

arts graduates have been able to develop careers. These include journalism and com-
munication such as radio and TV, company publications and pubiic relations:
medicine and health delivery systems: law and the criminal justice system; banking,
insurance, and investments: business and industry; municipal, state and federal
government; ecology and environmental protection; and human services. Many
occupations in these :ields can offer entry level jobs for liberal arts cooperative
education students and graduates. While providing experience, these jobs permit
students to learn of potential occupations and careers which may be open to them.
They also cause students to become more aware of the courses they should take to
enhance their employability. Nevertheless, job development for study-related
positions in the liberal arts should not be neglected, for most students want these
experiences, and also the faculty tends to be more supportive of study relaxed work.
One of the difficulties with concentrating on study-related jobs in the social sciences
and the humanities is their relative scarcity for both undergraduates and graduates.
Many professional jobs in fields such as history, sociology, etc., require a Ph.D.

However, job development for students in the professional studies should be
aimed at study-related work. Students in these programs are less involved in career
exploration. While some as a result of their work experience or other reasons, may
change their career choice, most will continue their undergraduate programs into
careers related to their majors. Furthermore, study related jobs for students in the
professional programs are more readily developed and tend to provide sound growth
opportunities.



For certain. kinds of experiences in the liberal arts, the fine arts, and in education,
it may be necessary for students to work on a volunteer basis; but as a rule, volunteer
experiences are less representative of the world off the campus than paid
employment in terms of demanding responsibility, initiative, and accountability.
While some employers need volunteer help, most recognize the advantages of paying
their employees, and they will prefer to pay whenever they can If the college can offer
a reliable source of help, paid jobs can be developed in many agencies which utilize
large numbers of volunteers from other sources.

Continuity of students and job coverage are important to employers. The longer
the students work for an employer, even if not in th'e same job, and the more con-
tinuous the coverage, the greater is the likelihood of obtaining positions entailing
learning and responsibility. While employers can often provide jobs that are not
covered continuously, it is expensive for them to do so with responsible positions. To
obtain hard-toget graduates such as engineers, employers will accept less coverage
and continuity. They are less likely to do so for liberal arts students at this point in
time.

It may be helpful to develop two files of jobs: one for students who wish to make
Jonger term commitments in order to get in-depth experience; another.file for project
work and peak load or cyclical jobs that may terminate at the end of one ov two
semesters and for which the employer may even prefer short-term student help since
termination of the project does not result in the payment of high unemploy-
ment benefits.

While there are advantages to alternating work_ and school, and while under
federal support if is required, two consecutive work semesters such as summer and
fall, spring and summer, etc. can often result in better experiences than might be
provided for shorter term alternating students. Summer is sometimes a poor time to
start a new job since more students may be working then and most employers tend to
be short of supervisory help.

Job development can be done by anyone who is so inclined, but most programs
find that a full-time staff responsible for job development, couns.eling, and placement
is most effective. The staff is more sensitive to employer needs and more familiar with
students as well as with job potentials. The advantage of faculty job developers,
however, is their tendency to place great emphasis on the learning potential of the
experience, but some may not be interested or may not have the time to devote.

The cooperative education staff has a responsibility to maintain good
communication with employers. Employers need information about students who are
coming and going, feedback relative to the student's view of the employer's
programs, and other information helpful to employers.

There are advantages to letting students find their own jobs since that is their
responsibility when they graduate. However, if the campus n times this; respon-
Ability they can control the quality of jobs and better assure all students of having an
appropriate experience. If students can find jobs equal to or better than the
program's, they should be permitted to do so, providing that the institution can meet
its commitments. The job finding experience helps to develop coping skill, and these
independently found jobs may later become available to the program.

While no employer is' obligated to hire co-op students, once an employer does
do s., he/she accepts certain responsibilities. These include:

providing the best experience and supervision possible
being willing and available to communicate with the campus staff and to
provide feedback about students' progress
being willing to review students' performance with them.

The development of an employment progtam consists of several activities which
will occur concurrently. In addition to creating promotional material and attracting
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students, the employment program must:
create a job bank
develop a placement process
organize an orientation to prepare students for work
establish a sound liaison system withi-mploers

Creating a Job Bank
The job bank is the resource to which students and coordinators \ look for the most
appropriate experience. Creating a job bank or files starts with identifying the discip-
lines for which jobs are needed, the kinds of experiences that are appropriate, and the
employers able to provide these experiences. The Department of Labor's Occupational
Outlook Handbook, the College Placement Council's College Placement Annual, and
other publications' provide a considerable amount of information describing occupa-
tions for different disciplines and_ the employers utilizing these disciplines. The
College Placement Annual provides names, addresses, and telephone numbers of
persons to contact in several hundred firms and government agencies. Once the staff
is familiar with the needs of employers, the Yellow Pages can be used to develop leads.

Developing the job file entails the following steps:
Organize a list of leads or employers to be contacted.
Send a letter concisely describing the program along with promotional
material which will provide more detailed information about benefits,
operations, etc. No mailing should be larger than the number that can be
followed up with telephone calls and/or visits within a period of two or three
weeks. The letter should indicate that the coordinator will contact the
employer. Do not wait for an employer response. Most will not reply, although
a few may,
Call for appointments to visit. It is often easier to obtain the appointment
through the secretary of the person to whom the letter was addressed. In some
ins-Lances it may be quite possible to do job development over the phone. It
saves both time and money for the institution and the employer. A few
schools have done this quite successfully. 14t

The visit or telephone call is a sales presentation. Prior to these visits
instruction in selling may be necessary. Role playing in cooperative education
sales calls is also very helpful.
During the visit or telephone call the coordinator must listen for employer
needs and show how the co-op program meets these needs. Every effort
should be made to get the employer, to make a positive decision.
Keeping a file of all activities is essential to maintaining order in the job
development process. Calls, visits, replies and outcomes must all be
recorded.,
Where the visits or telephone calls result in a job, the description of the job,
the potential learning, and all student requirements as well as the name and
address, telephone number, pay, and a description of the employer's product
or service should be written on an appropriate form and a copy sent to the
employer. Misunderstandings as to what is agreed upon happen even with this
double checking.
Prior to sending students to an employer, it is important that supervisors have
a clear understanding of the institution's objectives for the program. This may
require meetings with employer supervisors to explain the objectives of the
program and the way it operates. This is especially important in cases where
the persons with whom the jobs were negotiated are not the supervisors.

1
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Keep employers informed of the efforts the progress being made in send.
ing students. They expect something to happen, and if they hear nothing they
may turn elsewhere for help. Sometimes employers cannot wait. and the
campus needs to know if the job is no longer available so that others can
be developed.
Asa rule, jobs can be sought and interest developed prior to students being
available. However, employers should be told if there will be a considerable
lapse of time before they can access students.
Confirmed jobs should be entered into the job file or job bank.
Employers expressing interest but not providing jobs should be contacted
periodically.

The Placement Process:
Connecting Students and Jobs
Informing students about jobs can be done through job posting and computer
terminals or in individual sessions with students. Providing access to the job file'
permits some self screening, and it is a learning process for students and a time saver
for the staff. Students are quite realistic about the jobs for which they will apply.

A coordinator has a responsibility to employers to dissuade students from
applying for jobs for which they are clearly not qualified. If they insist, the coordinator
can alert the employer that of the group of students applying there is one who would
not normally be referred. In this way the coordinator is informing the employer that
the institution is aware of the employer's requirements and that attempts were made
to send only qualified students. It is not necessary to identify the student in question..
Often enough that person is employed and becomes a successful employee.

By discussing jobs individually with students, the coordinator is better able to
control the referrals, but some students will feel resentment upon hearing of jobs
through other students for which they believed they were qualified but not referred.

Employers should always be contacted prior to referring students. In addition to
keeping the employer informed, this notice will avoid embarrassment to the coordi-
nator and irritation to the student if the job has been altered or discontinued.

As a rule, it is a good learning experience and more efficient for students to
contact the employers for Interviews. Students should arrange their interviews as
soon as possible after being referred so that those not hired can quickly be referred to
other positions. Once they have been hired, they should not be considered for nor
permitted to apply for other jobs.

One of the forms discussed in the form section of this chapter is a self-addressed
postcard with the name, address, and telephone number of the employer. This card
serves as a means to introduce the student to the employer as one referred by the
institution. Employers indicate their decisions and return the cards to the institution.

The interview should be recognized as a two-way screening process.` Students
should also be able to refuse the arrangement, just as employers can reject students.

if a student should fail to obtain a job after several interviews, the reasons should
be obtained from the interviewers and the student counseled as to what he/she might
do differently. Only under the most unusual circumstances should a student be
viewed as -unplaceable-.

Maintaining Employer Relations
Periodic visits should be made with supervisors, perhaps once per term for those
within a reasonable distance. There are several purposes for these meetings:

Employers want feedback about the employment program they are
providing.
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Information can be obtained in visits which employers may not wish to write
on evaluation forms to which students have access.
Visits reflect the institution's interest in making sure the program is beneficial
to both students and employers. The visits help to maintain the employer's
conscientiousness.
Visits provide opportunities to reinforce the institution's objectives for
cooperative education.

In summary, the visits are the public relations efforts to which any service
organization should remain sensitive. It reflects an interest in the well-being of
students and employers. When coordinators stop visiting, there frequently is a
dropping off in employer interest and the quality of experiences provided. Students
also perceive the coordinators visits as a conscientious effort by the institution to
maintain effective programs.

Counseling and Preparation for Work
Counseling, whether done on an individual basis or in small groups, is done prior and
subsequent to the work experience for several reasons:

Students and coordinators become acquainted in the counseling sessions.
Coordinators are able to learn of the students' interests and needs, and the
sessions provide the coordinators with opportunities to earn the students
confidence.
Counseling sessions are used to help students focus more clearly on their
career interests. In these sessions, the coordinator can provide information
about the occupations and careers in which students have expressed interest
and/or refer students to career information resources.

- Counseling can be used to help students recognize the need for change and to
help them achieve those changes.
Additionally, counseling is needed subsequent to the work experience. It is
not enough to send students out to work, it is also important to help them
recognize the extent of the learning acquired in their work experiences and
the implications of that learning for their career plans and academic
programs.

Preparation for Work
Orientations with students are essential prior to their beginning the co-op employ
rent program. While not all inclusive, the orientations should cover at least tilt.;

following:
The purpose of cooperative education, the program's policies and
procedures, the institution's expectations of students, and that which students
can expect or to which they are entitled from the institution;
An orientation to work to include employer responsibilities, student respon-
sibilities to the employer and the institution, and ways to maximize the value
of the work experiences:
An exploration of job getting and job holding skills. Included in this portion of
the orientation is value assessment (self analysis), resume design, letter
writing, interviewing techniques, interpersonal relations in the workplace, and
discussions of the relationships of work habits and work values to career
success.

Academic Credit
Granting credit for work learning serves number of purposes, some of which are the
following:
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it involves the faculty who will generally help to identify the learning
objectives and evaluate the learning,
it helps students to focus on what is to be learned and requires them to
become active learners,
it emphasizes cooperative education as a learning program rather than as a
work and jobs program,
employers may be more conscientious when credit is granted for work
learning and they are part of the process.
it increases student participation in the cooperative education program.

In granting credit, there are a number of issues that will need to be resolved.
ese would include:

will credit be awarded for learning or for experience,
will credit in cooperative education projects be awarded only for study related
learning or will credit be awarded for the acquisition of coping skills and
personal growth,
who will award the credit,
what will be the credentializing process,
how can the intellectual content and level of learning be assessed.

As a rule, credit in four year programs is awarded for learning rather than for
time put in or for the experience itself. Where credit is learning based, a learning
agreement is used with specific learning objectives. Often, these are outlined under
the direction of the coordinator and formalized with a faculty advisor. Learning
objectives generally include a predominance of study related objectives but will often
include objectives related to understanding the politics of the organization, how to
work within it, and progress in developing work habits and values.

At the time the learning objectives are completed, it is desirable to specify the
process for evaluating the learning. The evaluation process will depend upon the
objectives, the nature of the project, and the learning to be acquired. For instance, if
the project is a study of political activities and the role of individuals in a political
campaign, a report describing the student's activities and what he/she did in a
campaign might form the basis for evaluating the learning. If the project were to focus
upon the role of political campaigns in electing candidates, the term paper might be a
conceptualization of the political process and an analysis of what works and does not
The evaluation can be in the form of a competency exam or the working of a
mathematic or economic model.

Utilizing learning objectives over time based learning establishes more credibil-
ty for awarding credit since there is an attempt to measure both intellectual content
and the level of the learning= i.e., lower level and upper level learning.

As a rule, the study related learning will be assessed by the faculty. The politics
of the organization and other coping skills may be assessed by the coordinators or the
employer. Employers should have some input as to the student's learning because
they are the most knowledgeable in assessing certain aspects of the student's growth,
such as work habits, values, and coping skills. Furthermore, if they perceive
themselves as participants in the student's education, they are more inclined to
provide better supervision of the experience.

Where credit is awarded by an academic department, that department should
receive credit for that effort. If the number of students involved in cooperative
education projects is sufficiently great, some faculty members may be released from
courses or paid overloads for their time The cost of the offcampus credit should not
be more than the cost of on-campus credit,

Forms and Records
Collecting and analyzing data relative to the operation of he cooper we program is



tial to its organization. its smooth operation. and an understanding of its impact
upon students. the campus, and the community. Eery effort should be made to
collect the information only once. Computer storage will facilitate its being
reproduced for different purposes rather than requiring duplicate collections Some
of the following data will be needed continuously:

Information on students applying to the cooperative education program.
including name, address, class, major, previous experience, goals etc,:
Information on students enrolled in the cooperative education program;
Information on students available far placement;
Information on students returning to jobs and on students leaving jobs:

It of these purposes will require some common elements of data collection. If
gathered and stored properly. one collection is all that is needed.

Information on employees is also needed, such as:
Names. addresses. teephone numbers, salary and pay scales,
lob descriptions:
Learning possibilities;
Student requirements;
Students referred;
Students hired:
Students returning and students leaving,

Other kinds of information such as the stage of learning contracts development
and the number of credits earned is also necessary.

For ms must be developed to:
lo:roduc, students\to employers
Lnabls eifiployers to write evaluations

Miit St.,VJO:Ii.j to describe their jobs
Permit students to petition for exceptions

This list of necessary information is only partially corn t, '7 ch program may
have unioue information needs. and the above is the he will be required.
The nature cf the information ma: i.r; required will determine the appropriate forms for
collection ant: storage. Infc4f,c;a:,;on can be fed directly into si data base and stored

without using for ms for and storage. but as a rule this is not practical. The
facilities of tho Fiistitution tc some degree determine the methods for collecting

and storing ,n'ormation.
In addifir, to the -1%,eos to the department's operation, there is

consige= infol;-,M:rsii that is needed for management to be effective and for

the ins!itutio-; :o have a good understandii.,q of the program's effectiveness in
achie ts

T he ttaff mformation about its operations

and publi. rtac -vhich relates to :itude,.1 looming outcomes; post graduation

outcome -4 c s,:i.-,ents to t',e -,tudents and -87ulty. the institution, and the
coi-rimurity, z,f=1-1 :-`,-..7rnatinr\kiii t e c,:lrdished campus wide while other will be for

management us- 61'01 list of information that is useful for
n lanagemel

the r oF and that number a
per all
the nurril number and percentage of

the--.1 students wt, c _

the number of jo):- d- 0-, calls made and the number of these

con arts that resti:teu in j and placements.

'ThiT e-nentioned item on job development should be applied to each

ndividrtt riernb,!r and t' -ie data used for management guidance and employee

develop
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Cost information is especially important as a means of comparing costs in
cooperative education with costs in laboratory courses and other similar programs.
The following should be considered:

the cost per student placed;
the cost per student served (counseled. etc.) but not laced:
the cost per placement per coordinator;
the cost per credit hour.

The credit hour cost is partially based on the method used to compensate the
faculty. The cost will generally be lower than classroom credit costs if the faculty's
participation is paid as an overlead. A head count can result in higher or lower costs
than in line load depending upon amount paid per student_ Costs are discussed in
more detail in another section of this publication.

FL- general distribution, the following statistics will be useful in determining the
value and impact of the cooperative program:

student participation in the program by college, major, and year
student's reasons for participating in the cooperative program:
the nature of the jobs sought and those in which students are placed;
the reasons students applying are not placed:
the number and percentage of students participating in the cooperative plan
who complete their education (persistence);
the academic standing of co-op students compared to all students (for selec-
tive programs this will not be meaningful):
the number of inquiries compared to placements, according to major;
placement by geographic area;
the post-graduate outcomes of co-op students compared to non-co-op
students.

Relationships with Other Departments
To smooth the path of cooperative education and to help the campus realize its
potential value to the students, the faculty, and the institution, open communication
with other groups on the campus is essential.

Admissions and the cooperative education staff can both gain by an ongoing
exchange. Information about cooperative experiences and post-graduation outcomes
are good grist for the admissions mill. Knowledge of high demand job markets may
influence the choice of areas in which admissions decIdeS to recruit. Knowledge of
good recruiting markets can and perhaps even should influence the areas in which
the cooperative staff does some of its job development.

Financial aid is another area which can be very helpful to the cooperative plan.
While co-op is not primarily a financial aid program, the earnings are important to all
students. Cooperative education income and experiences can be most important to
art students, for instance, whose after graduation salaries tend to be so low that
borrowing in college is discouraged. Since many of these students stop out from
school periodically to earn money, cooperative education may be able to provide
better stop outs.

The cooperative staff needs to know how earnings affect financial aid, and
financial aid must be familiar with changes in the regulations such as the use of work-
study money and the regulations concerning the impact on .aid programs where
co-op earnings are not treated as financial aid.

The office of the registrar is another area with which the cooperative staff should
work and maintain ongoing communications so that ways may be found to smooth
the transition from school to the cooperative. job and back to school, A reporting
system that k,ep:7, track of all students is essential. Students should be registered
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while on their cooperative education work periods if for no other reasons than to keep
their nicdieai coverage in effect and to prevent loans from becoming due.

The public relations and alumni offices will be helpful if they can supply informa-
tion on various firms and alumni who might be able to hire cooperative students.
Cooperative education placements and related information are good input to alumni
group meetings and can fortify requests to industrial foundations for support. Since
most firms cannot give to all colleges applying for assistance, knowledge of a coop-
erative'education relationship and its benefits to the firm may count heavily in a firm's
decision on which institution to assist.

The Role of the Faculty
The faculty's support and involvement in the cooperative program can make the
difference between its being a means to complement the education of a significant
number of students and its merely being an employment and financial aid program
for a few. Because of the faculty's broad influence with students, their involvement
assures a learning emphasis, and their support results in much greater student
participation.

To obtain the faculty's assistance in making the cooperative plan an effective
learning device, at least the following is needed:

The prograrr:s credibility must be established by those at the highest level.

The cooperative plan should be initiated for educationally sound reasons,
From the time the decision is made to examine cooperative education,
members of the faculty should be included in the development of the
program.
The faculty must be kept well informed of the program's operations.

faculty's role in the cooperative education program should be defined.
d they should have input in determining this role.

4 i ne faculty's concerns should be recognized. and steps should be taken to
alleviate those concerns whenever possible.

The faculty's participation will facilitate some of the change that is needed to
assure the educational soundness of the program and to see that it is appropriate for

all students.
Faculty support is impc Lint to set- dl :irogram development. Imple-

menting cooperative education requires many changes on the campus. Included are
calendar. curriculum, and scheduling changes, but the most essential change is an
attitudinal change. The faculty will be more inclined to support change when they see

the need for the program.
The faculty has a great influence on the student body. Although not primarily

responsible for promoting- the program. a supportive faculty can result in more
students participating in cooperative education. In their official and unofficial
advising capacity. the faculty is frequently aware of their students' career concerns.

If the faculty is supportive of co-op's career development potential. they will
encourage students to explore cooperative education and to participate in it.

Where jobs are distant from the campus. the faculty will he instrumental in
encouraging students to seek the best opportunities rather than merely those that are
most convenient or pay the best.

Where credit is to be awarded for work - learning, it is important that faculty be
involved in the credit-granting process. The initial efforts needed to help students
establish learning objectives can start with the cooperative education staff, but they
must be completed with the advice of the faculty advisor.

Some and perhaps many faculty will be involved to a degree in advising
'student s, in the identification of learning objectives. in the evaluation of the learning,
and perhaps in the supervision of students. The latter, while valuable, can be time
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consuming and expensive in terms of time and travel cos's. Through the employer
contacts that go with the supervision, however, the faculty will have a better apprecia-
tion of employer views and the relationship of education to employer needs. The
faculty will learn of:

the skills and training employers seek. in entry and upper leN, el positions.
ways to improve the effectiveness of their teaching and the curriculum to
prepare students for careers, and
ways to relate their teaching and subjects to the needs of society in order to
make their education more relevant to the world off the campus.

The cooperative education staff has a major role in gaining faculty support. First
and foremost, the staff must gain the respect of the faculty. This will be influenced by
the caliber of the staff that is retained and the professionalism with which they carry
out their responsibilities. They must also keep the deans of the colleges and the
faculty fully informed of the program's activities. This would include providing
information on the numbers of students applying and placed, the nature of the place-
ments. outcomes for students in terms of study related learning and career choices,
and the persistence of students participating in the cooperative program as compared
to those who do not participate. The staff should send information to each depart
merit relative to the placement of students in that department. Whenever possible,
the staff should strive to alleviate any problems or concerns students have in
participating, such as registering for courses, since these difficulties are not only
problems to students but concerns to the faculty.

Organizing and Using An Advisory Committee
The purpose of a cooperative education advisory committee is to help provide
direction to the nrogram's inistrator by anticipating the impact that the
program's operai .,n will !lave on the various segments of the academiccommunity:
If it is representative of the institution, it can also help to gain acceptance for and
participation it the program from the segments of the institution that are represented
on the committee.

On most campuses it is suggested that the advisory committee consist of repre.
sentatives from the administration, the faculty, the student body, the employers, and
the cooperative education staff. The faculty representatives should be chosen most
carefully. They should be sensitive to the concerns of the various faculty groups on
the campus so that actions likely to offend any of the groups can either be avoided or
if they are necessary, they can be explained ahead of time and efforts made to soften
their impact.

Including students wid help the entire campus community to keep abreast of
student views. Their input will also help the staff to take steps for which they might
not otherwise have seen a need.

On all advisory committees, it may be helpful to include employers. Through the
committee, employers can give the campus information about businesses' needs and
provide a realistic assessment of what the employers can do for the cooperative
program. It might even be possible, through the committee, to get some employers
to explore with other employers their reluctance in hiring liberal arts students and
those from other hard-to-place majors.

The various groups can also promote the program with their constituencies,
Certainly if the faculty representatives are influential faculty members, their participa-
tion alone will lend credence to the program. Furthermore, the advisory committee
representatives can/be instrumental during faculty meetings in explaining the con-
troversial aspects of the program and obtaining acceptance for the program and its
policies. A corresponding value can be obtained from students and employers.
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Summary
Among the implementation areas considered in this paper are the following:

Publicizing the decision and the plan to adopt a comprehensive cooperative

education program
Designing the calendar and scheduling courses
Seeking technical assistance
Orienting the faculty and the administration
Marketing the institution and its cooperative program
Recruiting students to the campus
Recruiting students to the cooperative education program
Setting criteria for student participation in cooperative education programs
Hiring the director and staffing the program
Hiring and training the staff
Determining registration procedures
Establishing an employment program
Developing jobs
Creating a job bank
The placement pl. r_ess: connecting students and jobs
Maintaining employer relations
Counseling and preparing students for work
Awarding academic credit
Developing and maintaining forms and records
Building relationships with other departments
Building relationships with faculty
Organizing and using an advisory committee.

In the preceding pages, some guidelines have been given for putting into effect

the stage three implementation plan/budget. Through this implementation plan, the
performance objectives of stage two can be me,, which will realize the institution's
key strategic decision to develop a large scale comprehensive cooperative education

program.



The National Commission for Cooperative Education's series on comprehensive
program development includes the following publications:

A Positive Future for Cooperative Education an interview with Dr. J.W. Peltason,
President of the American Council on Education

Developing a Comprehensive Cooperative Education Program:

Strategic Planning Stages

Implementing the Plan

Building A Consensus

Evaluating Market Opportun

The Consultation Proc

Management Information Systems


